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Making sense of ‘smart’
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Anthropomorphism

The attribution of 
human characteristics 
or behaviour to a god, 

animal, or object.
Oxford Dictionaries
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Smart motorways Intelligent transport systems

Advanced traveller 
information system

Adjectives
in transport

(or now mobility)



Intelligent

Having or showing a quick-witted intelligence

(Of a device) programmed so as to be 
capable of some independent action

Smart

Having the ability to acquire and 
apply knowledge and skills

Oxford Dictionaries

Advanced Far on or ahead in development or 
progress

Effective Successful in producing a desired or 
intended result



Centro and the Transport Systems Catapult to run Intelligent Mobility incubator

The ground-breaking business incubation centre will focus solely on Intelligent Mobility, 
which uses emerging technologies to enable the smarter, greener and more efficient 
movement of people and goods. In particular, it will encourage the development of smart 
phone and other apps that provide real-time information and advice for passengers.

Harnessing emerging technologies to improve the movement of people & goods



“As well as offering solutions 
to major challenges in the 
transport sector, Intelligent 
Mobility is a fast-growing and 
lucrative market in its own 
right, with an estimated 
global market value of £900 
billion by 2025.”

“Being the richest man in 
the cemetery doesn't 
matter to me. Going to bed 
at night saying we've done 
something wonderful, 
that's what matters to me.”



Smart Urban Mobility

• Using technology to generate and share data, 
information and knowledge that influences 
decisions.

• Using technology to enhance vehicles, 
infrastructure and services.

• Deriving improvements for transport system 
operators, users and shareholders.



Intelligent Infrastructure
Futures

• intelligent design, minimising the need to move,
through urban design, efficient integration and
management of public transport and local
production

• a system that can provide intelligence, with sensors and data 
mining providing information to support the decisions of individuals 
and service providers

• infrastructure that is intelligent, processing the mass of 
information we collect and adapting in real time to provide the 
most effective services

• intelligent use of the system where people
modify their behaviours to use infrastructure in a sustainable way



Rethinking ‘smart’



Smart Urban Mobility

Mobility the ability to move or be moved 
freely and easily

Smart 
Urban 

Mobility

Connectivity in towns 
and cities that is 
affordable, effective, 
attractive and 
sustainable

Oxford Dictionaries



A socio-technical perspective

Acknowledging the inter-dependence 
of social and technical systems
as opposed to examining and seeking to 
optimise one in isolation from the other



Affordable and effective for users



Attractive for everyone



Sustainable



1. Leave terminal
2. See bus
3. Speak to driver
4. Given map
5. Shown stop and hotel
6. £7 Cash fare – change given
7. Relax
8. Walk to hotel

Smart



Smart?



Smartest?



http://thesteepletimes.com/wp-
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Fulfilment of access needs

Influencing how we connect

Minimising the externalities of connection

Supporting how we connect
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Smart prevention or smart cure?



Influencing how we connect

Urban design

Movement priorities (and pricing)

Enhanced urban realm and permeability

Improved proximity
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Influencing how we connect

New possibilities for digital connection

Encouraging new business and social practices

Supplementing and substituting for physical travel

Switching from movement of people to movement of goods
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Minimising the externalities



Supporting how we connect



The efforts of travel
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Physical effort

Cognitive effort

Affective effort
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Cognitive effort = 0   Affective effort = 0   
Journey time use experience = high
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Electronic devices  make time spent on the train 
better for an increasing proportion of passengers



Influencing and Supporting
how we connect
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Demand for information 
derives from wishing to 
consider travel options



The decision making process

familiar & predictable familiar & unpredictable unfamiliarjourney

unconscious confirmatory options & planning
decision
making

past experience/instinct significant others information services
information
source

bounded rationality unbounded rationality
decision
mechanism

irrationality

increasing information demand



Which Venn diagram?
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urban mobility

smart = sustainable

urban mobility
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Conclusions

• A tendency exists to anthropomorphise in 
relation to technology’s role in transport

• ‘Smart’ and ‘sustainable’ may be opposing or 
complementary adjectives for mobility

• Dichotomous discourses risk prevailing around 
the notion of smart urban mobility

• Affordable, effective, attractive and 
sustainable must characterise smart urban 
mobility

• A socio-technical approach is needed if truly 
smart urban mobility is to be realised



Thank you
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